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Abstract

Surface charging properties of a non-conducting surface that has a deep cavity and is in contact with the solar wind plasma

are investigated by means of the particle-in-cell plasma simulations. The modeled topography is intended with a portion of

irregular surfaces found on solid planetary bodies. The simulations have revealed unconventional charging features in that the

cavity bottom is charged up to positive values even without any electron emission processes such as photoemission, provided

that the surface location is accessible to a portion of incoming solar wind ions. The major driver of the positive charging is

identified as drifting ions of the solar wind plasma, and an uncommon current ordering where ion currents exceed electron

currents is established at the innermost part of the deep cavity. This also implies that the cavity bottom surface may have a

positive potential of several hundred volts, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the ions. The present study also clarifies the

role of photoelectrons in developing the distinctive charging environment inside the cavity. The photoemitted electrons can no

longer trigger positive charging at the cavity bottom, but rather exhibit the effect of relaxing positive potentials caused by the

solar wind ions. The identified charging process, which are primarily due to the solar wind ions, are localized at the depths of

the cavity and may be one possible scenario for generating intense electric fields inside the cavity.
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• Unconventional current ordering between solar wind ion and electron is established8
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Abstract14

Surface charging properties of a non-conducting surface that has a deep cavity and is in15

contact with the solar wind plasma are investigated by means of the particle-in-cell plasma16

simulations. The modeled topography is intended with a portion of irregular surfaces17

found on solid planetary bodies. The simulations have revealed unconventional charg-18

ing features in that the cavity bottom is charged up to positive values even without any19

electron emission processes such as photoemission, provided that the surface location is20

accessible to a portion of incoming solar wind ions. The major driver of the positive charg-21

ing is identified as drifting ions of the solar wind plasma, and an uncommon current or-22

dering where ion currents exceed electron currents is established at the innermost part23

of the deep cavity. This also implies that the cavity bottom surface may have a positive24

potential of several hundred volts, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the ions. The25

present study also clarifies the role of photoelectrons in developing the distinctive charg-26

ing environment inside the cavity. The photoemitted electrons can no longer trigger pos-27

itive charging at the cavity bottom, but rather exhibit the effect of relaxing positive po-28

tentials caused by the solar wind ions. The identified charging process, which are pri-29

marily due to the solar wind ions, are localized at the depths of the cavity and may be30

one possible scenario for generating intense electric fields inside the cavity.31

Plain Language Summary32

Model predictions based on the kinetic plasma simulations suggest an unconven-33

tional surface electrical charging condition within deep cavities, which can be formed on34

the Moon and other airless planetary bodies directly impacted by the solar wind. Due35

to the differentiated directionality of solar wind ion and electron motions, ions are more36

likely to reach the innermost part of such deep cavities than electrons without being lost37

at the cavity sidewall. At the bottom of cavities with depth-width aspect ratios above38

a certain level, the ion current tends to exceed the electron current. The condition leads39

to significant positive potentials that rank with the kinetic energies of solar wind ions,40

which is completely independent of the work done by photoelectron emission. The iden-41

tified positive charging process, which are primarily due to the solar wind ions, are lo-42

calized at the depths of cavities and may be one possible scenario for strong electric fields43

on the dayside of the Moon and asteroids.44

1 Introduction45

A solid surface that is in contact with a plasma collects electric charges of imping-46

ing electrons and ions. In general, due to the higher differential influx of electrons than47

that of ions, the surface gets charged negatively, that is, acquires a negative potential48

with respect to the environment (Whipple, 1981). This potential field exerts a repulsive49

force for approaching electrons and restrains further inflow of thermal electrons. The equi-50

librium (or floating) potential is eventually reached when the positive and negative charge51

inflows are balanced; i.e., the net current flow into the surface becomes zero. This con-52

cept of current balance holds also in the presence of additional current components that53

are caused by emission processes of charged particles. The charging process (e.g., Gar-54

rett, 1981) and its feedback to plasma environment, such as the formation of sheaths and55

presheaths (e.g., Robertson, 2013; Scheiner et al., 2015), have been investigated exten-56

sively. In space applications, the understanding of charging processes has been developed57

through long-standing studies of spacecraft charging as well as probe measurements (e.g.,58

Garrett & Whittlesey, 2000; Fahleson, 1967).59

The surface charging is a significant research area also for the physics of airless, solid60

planetary bodies in the solar system, such as the Moon and asteroids (Manka, 1973; Stubbs61

et al., 2014; Zimmerman et al., 2014). This is because charging possibly leads to elec-62

trostatic transport of charged dust grains on their surfaces (Nitter et al., 1998; Stubbs,63
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Vondrak, & Farrell, 2007). Such natural bodies covered with non-conducting regolith lay-64

ers exhibit manifested differential charging depending on both space-environmental and65

surface conditions. On-orbit observations and theoretical predictions have shown that66

the darkside and terminator regions of the Moon have negative surface potentials, whereas67

the dayside surface has positive potentials (Halekas et al., 2002, 2008; Stubbs, HalekaS,68

et al., 2007; Farrell et al., 2010). In light of the fact that an ambient plasma by itself tends69

to make solid surfaces charge negatively, it is acknowledged that the positive equilibrium70

potentials on the day side are made possible by the aid of negative charge transfer from71

the surface to space though electron emission processes such as photoemission (e.g., Free-72

man & Ibrahim, 1975; Stubbs et al., 2014).73

Although the idea of photoemission-led charging is widely accepted as an “aver-74

aged picture” of forming positive potentials on the day side, some surface geometric fea-75

tures may open up interesting possibilities for localized, but unconventional scenarios76

of charging. This aspect is of particular importance for solid natural bodies in space, be-77

cause numerous variations of surface geometries with different spatial scales can be found.78

There are plenty of boulders and rocks with various shapes. In smaller scales, regolith79

particle layers can form wide variety of surface geometries such as bumps and dips. The80

present study aims to demonstrate that a plasma condition relevant to the solar wind81

exhibits an ability of locally producing positive potentials by itself, even without pho-82

toemission (or any other electron emission processes), when a certain class of surface ge-83

ometry, a cavity, is considered. The targeted cavity is the one with an opening to the84

upper space, and thereby precipitating plasma particles are partially accessible to it. Such85

surface structures in a decameter scale were identified as “vertical holes” or “pits” on86

the Moon (Haruyama et al., 2009), and its electric environment was examined by means87

of numerical plasma simulations (Miyake & Nishino, 2015). In smaller scales, complex88

pileup of small rocks and regolith particles reduces to an irregular surface. Some local89

geometries of the surface can be categorized into cavities. The electrostatic aspects re-90

lated to such small cavities have been one of outstanding issues of great interest (Wang91

et al., 2016; Orger et al., 2019)92

The charging processes of irregular surfaces have been investigated via numerical93

and ground-experimental approaches in efforts to advance electrostatics on the Moon and94

other small bodies. On their dayside surfaces, the presence of impact craters or boul-95

ders gives rise to differential solar UV irradiation and even local shadows. These features96

lead to non-uniform potential distribution over the surface (e.g., Farrell et al., 2007; Zim-97

merman et al., 2011; Poppe et al., 2012; Zimmerman et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2019). The98

shadow can be also regarded as a region of limited access for a solar wind plasma. The99

plasma expansion theory has been applied to interpret the extent of plasma incursion100

beyond a shadow boundary (Farrell et al., 2007). Electrostatic structures in even smaller101

scales, as those of regolith particles, are also of particular interest. In such scales, dis-102

ability of the Debye shielding leads to more intense electrostatic fields, which is believed103

as one of important factors for mobilization and breakdown of charged regolith parti-104

cles (Zimmerman et al., 2016).105

We numerically work on electric potential profiles and their associated motions of106

solar wind plasma particles in the vicinity of a cavity. The model cavity is assumed to107

have a depth-width aspect ratio ranging from 1 to 6, which is greater than typical val-108

ues for impact craters. The investigations are focused on loss processes of thermal elec-109

trons and ballistic ions within a space bounded by solid sidewalls of the cavity. In such110

a situation, ions will have a greater residual ratio than electrons, and a current balance111

condition will be altered significantly at a cavity bottom. We will demonstrate that this112

feature is feasible, by means of three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations with plasma113

conditions relevant to the solar wind (Miyake & Nishino, 2015). As the orthogonal grid114

system is employed in the simulator in use, we study a rectangular-shaped cavity to ex-115

ploit its resolution ability. Despite the artificial shape, we will show that physical insight116
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abstracted from the simulation results can constitute one aspect of charging evolving on117

natural small bodies. We note that edge effects caused by the shape is also interesting118

in itself, but are beyond of the scope of the present study.119

This study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the numerical simulation model.120

The major simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 3. We first focus121

on the most simplified situation of cavity surface charging by only imposing a solar wind122

downflow to its surface. The obtained result indicates that positive potentials are formed123

at the cavity bottom even without any electron emission processes. The electrostatic struc-124

ture and the associated particle motions are investigated to elucidate the charging mech-125

anism. We subsequently introduce the effects of photoelectron emission and discuss a126

role of photoelectrons in altering a current balance condition inside the cavity. Section 4127

discusses some important aspects for applications of the identified charging mechanism128

to electrostatics on the Moon and other airless small bodies. Finally, Section 5 concludes129

with a summary of the main findings and provides perspectives of further studies.130

2 Numerical Experiment Setup131

Plasma environment near a solid surface with a single cavity is modeled by using132

an in-house full-particle plasma simulator: EMSES (Miyake & Usui, 2009). The simu-133

lation tool is based on the standard electromagnetic particle-in-cell (PIC) method (Birdsall134

& Langdon, 2018; Hockney & Eastwood, 1981), whereas its basic functionality is designed135

for addressing plasma interactions with solid inner boundaries. PIC describes a plasma136

as a bunch of charged macro-particles, each of which represents many real plasma par-137

ticles. The computational particles are initially distributed over a computational domain138

except for the interior of solid bodies, and their motions are represented by Newton’s equa-139

tions of motions. Electromagnetic field components are defined discretely on computa-140

tional grid points. Note that since the present study focuses on electrostatic structures141

near a solid surface with a cavity, we solve only Poisson’s equation for electrostatic po-142

tential to compute particle pushing fields. The field and particle datasets are then up-143

dated simultaneously by employing the finite difference scheme.144

An important feature of EMSES is a capability of incorporating solid objects into145

computations. The object surfaces are represented as internal boundaries, which satisfy146

appropriate conditions for both particles and field components. Once a charged parti-147

cle collides with a solid structure, the particle is regarded as sticking to the surface and148

no longer processed as a “active particle”. EMSES keeps monitoring particle positions149

to detect sticking particles and eliminate them from a list of active particles. Electric150

charges carried by colliding particles are deposited onto a surface. Particle emission pro-151

cesses such as photoemission are numerically processed as particle release from a sur-152

face. EMSES loads new particles with appropriate positions and velocities complying153

with the physical processes in consideration.154

The computational kernel of EMSES is parallelized with the Message Passing In-155

terface (MPI) based on the block domain decomposition. To avoid possible computa-156

tional efficiency degradation, EMSES adopts a dynamic load-balancing algorithm referred157

to as OhHelp, which equalizes per-MPI-process loads in association with both particle158

and field datasets (Nakashima et al., 2009). Scalable parallel PIC computations regard-159

less of particle distributions are achieved with the benefit of this sophisticated auxiliary160

algorithm (Miyake & Nakashima, 2013). This aspect is of particular importance in ad-161

dressing the physics of body-plasma interactions because such phenomena may cause out-162

standing inhomogeneity of particle distributions.163

A box-shaped simulation space is partitioned into spaces occupied by plasma par-164

ticles and a solid matter, and their interface is configured in such a way that it shapes165

a plane surface and a single deep depression (i.e., cavity). As the lunar soil is highly re-166
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sistive (e.g., Olhoeft et al., 1974), the simulated surface is modeled as a perfect insula-167

tor. This indicates that electric charges of particles hitting the surface are accumulated168

in situ. We take the z-axis of the Cartesian coordinates in the direction of elevation. The169

(plane) surface of the planetary body is then defined as the reference of the z coordinate.170

The lower limit of the simulation space is located at z = −30 m. The total volume of171

the simulation space is 16×16×128 m3. The entire space is discretized with uniform172

grids of 0.5 m. The square-shaped cavity is assumed to have dimensions of a fixed width173

W = 5 m and a variable depth D ranging 5–20 m. For convenience, we denote the z-174

coordinate of the cavity bottom as zb. A key geometric parameter is the depth-width175

aspect ratio of the cavity defined as RD/W = D/W , which is varied within 1–6 in the176

present study. Note that the model cavity has a spatial scale comparable to the Debye177

length λD ∼ 10 m in the solar wind plasma. Such a cavity may be larger than what178

can be found typically on natural planetary bodies in space. The size parameters were179

chosen such that we can exploit the sweet spot of the numerical scheme in terms of avail-180

able computational resources and spatial resolutions gained by them. Since a target of181

broader interest would be smaller cavities practically, we later on discuss applicability182

of the obtained insight to such smaller sizes.183

The solar wind plasma is initially distributed in the simulation space and also con-184

tinuously loaded from its top and lateral edges. The bulk velocity vb and the unperturbed185

density n0 of the solar wind are given as 400 km/s and 5 /cc, respectively. We assume186

that simulated electrons and ions are in an iso-thermal condition, and their temperature187

is given as 10 eV. The combination of the chosen parameters provide the associated ve-188

locity ratio vte : vb : vti = 42.9 : 12.9 : 1.0, where vte and vti represent the thermal ve-189

locities of electrons and ions, respectively. Later on, we will show that the given order-190

ing vte > vb > vti is another key factor for unconventional charging properties inside191

the cavity. To elucidate physical processes related to charging, this study carries out sim-192

ulations with increasing complicating factors in a step-by-step fashion. We first present193

the results of simulations that intentionally exclude photoemitted electrons. This basic194

exercise is followed by the results of calculations that take into account the the effects195

of photoelectrons.196

Based on the experimental setup described above, we calculated the charging pro-197

cess of the model cavity until the steady-state solutions were obtained. Figure 1 illus-198

trates a result obtained from the simulation runs, which is highlighted in the present study.199

The figure displays a three-dimensional view of surface potential for RD/W = 4. The200

representative result clearly shows significant potential enhancement in the innermost201

part of the cavity. The following section explores an unconventional mechanism under-202

lying in the cavity charging. For reasons of space constraints, the two-dimensional pro-203

files shown hereafter are displayed with the aspect ratio changed from the physical one.204

3 Results205

3.1 Electrostatic Structure near a Cavity206

PIC computations addressed here are focused on the surface charging without any207

electron emission processes. This aims to clarify effects of a surface shape (i.e., cavity)208

and a plasma bulk motion on the solar wind plasma inflows to the surface. Although the209

photoelectron emission is in fact essential in considering dayside surface charging, lessons210

from the basic investigations will derive a number of key physical features of distinctive211

charging mode evolved at the cavity surface. This section adopts a fixed cavity aspect212

ratio RD/W = 4, and the dependency on the important parameter is studied in the sub-213

sequent section.214

Figure 2 shows the spatial profiles of electric potential near the surface for four com-215

binations regarding the presence of a cavity and a bulk flow. Figure 2a displays the po-216
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional view of the surface potential distribution obtained from the

simulation run with the cavity depth-width aspect ratio RD/W = 4. In the simulation, the photo-

electron emission is intentionally excluded to clarify an unconventional current ordering between

solar wind electrons and ions developed at the cavity bottom.

Figure 2. Spatial profiles of an electric potential near the surface for four combinations re-

garding the presence of a cavity and a bulk flow. The cavity aspect ratio RD/W = 4 is used in

the numerical calculations. One-dimensional potentials (a) are plotted along z-axis placed at

the center of the cavity. The dotted plots represent potential profiles obtained from simulations

without a cavity. Two-dimensional profiles (b) show potential structures in a xz plane cutting

the center of the cavity. Note that the panel (b) is displayed not in a physical aspect ratio but in

an adjusted ratio z/x =∼10 for visibility. (See the scales on the vertical and horizontal axes.)
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tential distributions along z-axis penetrating the center of the xy plane (x = y = 0 m).217

The ranges z < 0 and z > 0 correspond to the inside and outside of the cavity, respec-218

tively. The potential values at z = −20 m correspond to surface potentials at the cav-219

ity bottom. For the cases with the cavity, the two-dimensional profiles are also displayed220

in Figure 2b, the left and right halves of which correspond to the stationary and flow-221

ing plasma cases, respectively. All potential values are referenced at z =∼100 m above222

the plane surface.223

The potential profiles from the simulation without the cavity (the dotted plots in224

Figure 2a) conform to the classical floating potential theory for a surface in plasma (e.g.,225

Whipple, 1981). Attributed to the higher differential flux for electrons than ions, the sur-226

face attains a negative potential such that the current balance between electrons and ions,227

i.e., Ji − Je = 0, is established at each position, where Ji and Je denote the ion and228

electron current densities, respectively. With a plasma bulk motion, the surface poten-229

tial becomes less negative. This is a consequence of increased Jmathrmi while Jmathrme230

is less affected by the large thermal velocity. Analytical formulations of Ji and Je esti-231

mated surface potentials −8.0 and −38 V for the cases with and without the bulk flow,232

respectively. The simulations are in reasonable agreement with the estimates, except for233

a small deviation resulting from the finite size of the simulation domain not being suf-234

ficient to cover a long presheath extending above.235

The presence of the cavity alters the situation drastically. This is in particular pro-236

nounced for the case with the downward plasma bulk motion (i.e., the solid red line in237

Figure 2a and the right half of Figure 2b). Although the potential near the cavity aper-238

ture is comparable to that without the cavity, it continues to increase with depth, even-239

tually reaching +700 V at the cavity bottom. The high potential is not limited to the240

center of a cavity floor but covers an entire floor as well as sidewalls near the floor, as241

indicated in the two-dimensional plot. Such extraordinary charging is not identified for242

the stationary plasma case, even with the cavity; the negative potential relaxes with depth243

and settles to about −10 V at the bottom.244

The outlined result exhibits a number of key features associated with charging of245

inner-cavity surfaces. One distinctive aspect of the result is the positive potential, which246

the cavity floor attains in an equilibrium state. This is in contrast to common knowl-247

edge that a solid surface in contact with an electron-ion plasma is ordinary floating at248

a negative potential. The high-degree charging is also an outstanding feature. The po-249

tential value +700 V is comparable to the kinetic energy of individual protons +840 eV250

associated with their bulk motions. Such quantitative association suggests a leading role251

of an ion bulk motion as a determining factor of an electrostatic energy acquired by the252

innermost part of the cavity. This speculation is supported by the fact that the case with-253

out bulk motion shows no manifestation of such positive charging. To clarify the under-254

lying mechanism of the key result, we next see density and velocity field profiles obtained255

for the cases with the cavity.256

Figure 3 shows the electron and ion density profiles on the plane cutting the cen-257

ter of y-axis, on which the velocity vector field of each species is overlaid with arrows.258

The left and right halves of each panel correspond to the results for stationary and flow-259

ing plasma cases, respectively. The flowing plasma case exhibits a pronounced difference260

between the ion and electron densities. The electron density declines drastically inside261

the cavity, whereas the ion density keeps an unperturbed level halfway down the cav-262

ity, and even gets enhanced in its innermost part. Reminding the ordering of relevant263

velocities vte > vb > vti, the density feature is interpreted as consequences of diverg-264

ing (non-directional) motions of electrons into the solid walls of the cavity, and direc-265

tional trajectories of ions due to the appreciable bulk velocity. Such an orbit-mechanical266

picture is supported by the comparison between electron and ion velocity field profiles,267

indicating more divergent nature of motions for electrons than ions.268
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Figure 3. Plasma density and flux vector with a cavity (rwh=4). (a) and (b) Electron and

ion density and flux vector with (right) or without (left) the bulk flow, respectively. The vector

lengths are proportional to the magnitude (in a logarithmic scale) of the local fluxes.

The distinct difference between ion and electron motions results in much greater269

sticking rate for electrons than ions at the sidewall boundaries of the cavity. This also270

implies that the solar wind ions should be more accessible to the bottoms of deep cav-271

ities formed on planetary bodies, under the condition that the surface segments are sit-272

uated within visible fields from the Sun. The condition leads to the reversed ordering273

of plasma currents, i.e., Ji0 > Je0, where Ji0 and Je0 represent the ion and electron cur-274

rent densities to an uncharged surface. Such unusual current ordering triggers positive275

charging, even if, in principle, there are no electron emission processes. The potential276

difference between the aperture and bottom of the cavity can rank with kinetic energy277

of ion bulk motions, although the potential difference is strongly dependent also on cav-278

ity geometries. Associated intense electric field plays an essential role in regaining ion-279

electron current balance, through repelling some fraction of incoming ions as well as draw-280

ing electrons into the cavity floor before they stick to the sidewalls.281

Ion-driven charging identified herein is conditioned not only on the presence of a282

space enclosed by solid walls (like a cavity), but also on an appreciable vb speed exceed-283

ing vti because the velocity ordering vte > vb > vti is the key to unbalanced sticking284

rates between electrons and ions at cavity sidewalls. This is evident also from the other285

simulation with a stationary plasma (Figure 1), in which the density and velocity pro-286

files of ions are less differentiated from those of electrons inside the cavity. With nearly287

zero or small vb, ion motions are less directional like electrons, and are more likely to288

stick to the sidewall of the cavity. We note that even when considering a stationary plasma,289

ions near a surface should attain a certain bulk velocity toward the surface due to ac-290

celeration within sheath and pre-sheath regions. Such bulk motion energy makes the ions291

a bit more accessible to the innermost part of the cavity, and results in marginal rise of292

potential, as outlined in Figure 2a.293

3.2 Dependence on a Cavity Aspect Ratio294

Given that the aforementioned interpretation for the unconventional charging holds,295

the bottom potential should have a strong dependence on the depth-width aspect ratio296

RD/W of the cavity. Figure 4 examines such dependence by plotting potentials measured297

at the center of the cavity floor, ϕb as a function of RD/W. (The condition RD/W = 0298

corresponds to a case only with a plane surface, i.e., no cavity.) With introducing the299

cavity and increasing RD/W , ϕb turns into positive and rises monotonically up to 800 V.300
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Figure 4. The dependence of the cavity bottom potential on the depth-width aspect ratio.

The vertical (potential) axis of the figures is scaled in (a) linear and (b) logarithm. The potential

value is measured at the center of the cavity floor.

The trend reflects the fact that the degree of difference between electron and ion mo-301

tions, in terms of their sticking rates at the sidewall and the resulting accessibility to the302

bottom, is more pronounced for deeper cavities. The examination also reveals the asymp-303

totic behavior of ϕb as a function of RD/W . For RD/W ≤ 2 (referred to as regime I here-304

inafter), ϕb(RD/W ) is found to be the best fit with a power function of (RD/W )2.6, as305

confirmed in the double logarithmic plot (Figure 4b). For RD/W > 2 (regime II, in the306

same manner), ϕb begins to saturate, and asymptotically approaches a positive poten-307

tial ∼ 800 eV. This potential is comparable to the ion kinetic energy Ei = 840 eV for308

the drift speed vb = 400 km/s. It is insightful to study separately how current balance309

conditions are established in these two regimes.310

As the cavity sidewall causes current imbalance (Ji0−Je0)|z=−zb > 0 (where the311

subscript 0 indicates current values for “uncharged” surfaces) at the bottom, the iden-312

tified charging effect (ϕb > 0) should lead to increasing an electron current (i.e., Je >313

Je0), decreasing an ion current (i.e., Ji < Ji0), or both. In the regime II where ϕb ∼314

Ei, an potential barrier formed inside the cavity is capable of repelling incoming ions.315

In fact, it has been confirmed in the simulation that some of precipitating ions are elec-316

trostatically backscattered upward in this regime. In the regime II, the declination of317

Ji plays a major role in establishing current balance. This is in contrast to an object in318

an electron-ion plasma with a negative floating potential, which maintains current bal-319

ance by repelling electrons.320

In the regime I where ϕb ≪ Ei, the situation gets a bit more complicated. In this321

regime, an ion-repulsive force alone is insufficient to recover current balance, because ions,322

which individually have energies comparable to Ei, are hardly repelled by the forces. Hence,323

an electron-attractive force must be in charge of current balance by drawing electrons324

into the cavity. A smaller cavity transit time leads to a lower proportion of electrons stick-325

ing to the cavity sidewall, which in turn increases the proportion of electrons attaining326

the cavity bottom (i.e., Je > Je0). This enhanced Je may rank with the ion current Ji ∼327

Ji0, resulting in the establishment of current balance.328

To test this physical scenario, let us consider the “free fall” motion of an electron329

where the only force acting on it is a vertical (upward) electric field. For further sim-330

plicity, we assume that the vertical electric field is spatially uniform, i.e., Ec = ϕb/D.331

The cavity transit time τe, for which the electron reaches the cavity bottom, is expressed332

as τe = D
√

2me/eϕb, under an assumption that the initial downward velocity of the333
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Figure 5. The dependence of the cavity bottom potential on the solar wind incident angle θ.

The plotted potential values are the ones measured at the center of the cavity floor.

electron is sufficiently small and negligible compared with its final speed after acceler-334

ation. This transit time is used to calculate traversing distances vxτe and vyτe in the x335

and y directions, respectively, for an electron with constant transverse velocities vx and336

vy. Since |vx|τe > W/2 or |vy|τe > W/2 indicates that such electrons are not accessi-337

ble to the center of the cavity floor, we now obtain the maximum transverse velocities338

(vx,max, vy,max) = (1/RD/W)
√
eϕb/8me for electrons that are accessible to the center339

of the floor without being captured by the sidewall. These velocities (i.e., ±v{x,y},max)340

are used as lower and upper limits of integral range of the velocity distribution function341

(in vx–vy space) to evaluate Je at the cavity bottom.342

As long as the ion current is virtually unchanged by the charging, i.e, Ji ∼ Ji0,343

in the regime I, its counterpart Je should be also constant and Je ∼ Ji0. This indicates344

that v{x,y},max should be invariant in that regime. It follows that the cavity bottom po-345

tential should have a dependence of ϕb ∝ (RD/W)2 so that v{x,y},max remains unchanged.346

While the discussion so far is very simplistic, it is a relatively good representation of the347

fact that the cavity bottom potential is well characterized by power functions of a di-348

mensionless parameter, i.e., the width-depth aspect ratio RD/W of the cavity. These ar-349

guments also provide further evidence that the main physical root of the unconventional350

charging phenomena presented herein is the shadowing effect by the cavity sidewall, which351

scrapes off the diagonally incident component of electrons in their velocity space. In the352

course of the above discussion, we use a number of crude assumptions such as that elec-353

trons have zero downward velocity at the inlet of the cavity, which is, of course, not prac-354

tical. Finite initial downward velocities would enhance Je and then reduce ϕb from the355

simple estimate discussed above. The deviation would be more pronounced for small RD/W356

and less so for large RD/W values. This may be the reason behind the simulation results357

that ϕb scales with a greater power (i.e., 2.6) of RD/W than the factor of 2. More rig-358

orous treatments for the assumptions used in the analysis would be available and will359

be presented in the future studies.360

3.3 Solar Wind Irradiation Angle Dependency361

Irradiation angle of the solar wind is also an important factor. Figure 5 examines362

this aspect by showing ϕb for solar irradiation angles θ varying through 0
◦
to 45

◦
, in which363

the cavity aspect ratio remains unchanged as RD/W = 4. As θ increases within 0
◦
<364

θ < 25
◦
, ϕb declines gradually but remains at several hundreds of volts. The small dec-365

lination in ϕb is attributed to a reduction in the vertical component of a bulk velocity366
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due to increased inclination of the flow. Reminding that RD/W = 4 is within the regime367

II, the reduction in kinetic energy of ion vertical motions results in the declination in ϕb.368

The potential decreases sharply for θ > 25
◦
and turns into negative at θ > 40◦.369

It is speculated that the sharp ϕb declination implies that the cavity floor gets inacces-370

sible to solar wind ions coming at further oblique angles. For θ > 30
◦
we confirmed that371

an ion flow majorly hits the sidewall of the cavity and cannot reach the cavity bottom,372

although not shown herein. It should be recognized, however, that the center of the cav-373

ity bottom is already in solar eclipse by the sidewall, even at much lower angles such as374

θ = 10
◦
. Thus, maintaining a fairly high ϕb in 10

◦
< θ < 25

◦
suggests that ion tra-375

jectories are not straight but deflected inside the cavity.376

Ion deflection is actually identified in the present simulations. Figure 6a displays377

ion density and velocity field profiles simulated for θ = 20
◦
. The ion flow expands into378

a shadow region, which enables a fraction of ions to reach the cavity bottom. Several phys-379

ical processes may be possible to interpret the expansion of ions. The action of an am-380

bipolar electric field is one of possible explanations. In this scenario, ion expansion into381

the plasma void region is preceded by that of electrons led by pressure gradient forces.382

It is known that the expansion rate in the case is characterized by an ion acoustic speed.383

The role of this ambipolar electric field was often referred to as a primary factor in a quasi-384

neutral plasma expansion into permanently shadow regions on the Moon (e.g., Zimmer-385

man et al., 2011). Note that while the above expansion mechanism is based on the con-386

dition that the core plasma is quasi-neutral, the plasma entering the cavity this time is387

in somewhat a different condition. Since electrons in the cavity are significantly reduced388

by the sidewall, the quasi-neutral condition is broken and ions behave like an unneutral-389

ized beam. The beam divergence mechanism should cause the ions to expand even more390

efficiently into the shadow region than the ambipolar field effect.391

The cavity sidewalls itself also play an important role in guiding incoming ions to392

the innermost part of the cavity. Due to the oblique solar wind flow, the sunlit sidewall393

surface is charged a few tens of volts higher than the shadowed sidewall when compared394

at the same depth from the cavity entrance. The associated horizontal component of the395

electrostatic field acts to deflect deflects ion trajectories slightly such that their collision396

with the sunlit sidewall is mitigated to some extent. The deflected ions can penetrate397

deeper and eventually contribute to the positive charging at the cavity bottom. The “ion-398

guiding” effect of a thin cavity is also an important aspect for the charging process pro-399

posed herein, because it implies that the ion-driven charging is likely to be developed400

for broader ranges of the solar irradiation angles than what is constrained by geomet-401

ric configurations.402

3.4 Effect of Photoelectron Emission403

In the simulations presented thus far, we intentionally excluded the effects of pho-404

toelectron emission. In practice, the photoemission is recognized as a leading process for405

the surface charging in the sunlight (Grobman & Blank, 1969; Stubbs et al., 2014), as406

a typical photoemission current is in average greater than those of the solar wind as well407

as the Earth’s magnetospheric plasmas. Inside the cavity, however, its role would dif-408

fer from that commonly known for the charging of flat surfaces. This section discusses409

how the photoemission affects a current balance and the resultant charging properties.410

For this purpose, we examined two additional cases with photoemission for the solar ir-411

radiation angles θ = 0
◦
and 20

◦
. The major parameters of photoelectrons are as fol-412

lows; the temperature is Tpe = 2.2 eV and the current density is Jpe = 4.5 µA/m2
413

for normal solar incidence. Actual photoelectron yield at each sunlit location is scaled414

as cos θ, depending on the local solar incidence θ. For simplicity, the photoelectron en-415

ergy distribution is assumed to be a simple Maxwellian, and their angular distribution416
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional profiles of (a) ion density and flux vector and (b) potential in case

of an oblique solar wind incidence (θ = 20
◦
). The vector lengths are proportional to the magni-

tude (in a logarithmic scale) of the local fluxes.

Figure 7. Two-dimensional potential profiles obtained from the simulations with photoelec-

tron emission for (a) θ = 0
◦
and (b) 20

◦
.
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of emission shall follow a cosine function. The cavity aspect ratio RD/W = 4 was used417

in the numerical experiments.418

Figure 7 shows the potential profiles near the cavity. For θ = 0
◦
, the plane and419

cavity bottom surfaces release photoelectrons, whereas the cavity sidewall does not. The420

surface potential outside the cavity is at a few volts positive and comparable to the pho-421

toelectron temperature, which is consistent with previous estimates of dayside surface422

potentials (Poppe & Horanyi, 2010). The photoelectron escaping current, which is re-423

strained by the positive potential, is balanced with the solar wind electron inflow. In con-424

trast, the potential structure inside the cavity remains similar to that obtained without425

photoemission. This result suggests that the function of electrons photoemitted in the426

depths of the cavity is limited. Owing to the reversed ordering of the solar wind current427

components (Ii0 − Ie0)|z=−zb > 0, negative excess charges need to be brought to the428

cavity bottom to establish a current balance there. The photoelectron release is, in prin-429

ciple, unable to take on this role because it tends to deposit positive charges to the sur-430

face and further lift up its positive potential. In fact, the cavity bottom potential is much431

greater than the photoelectron temperature, and thereby virtually all photoelectrons emit-432

ted at the cavity bottom are recollected immediately. This implies that the photoelec-433

trons emitted in situ have limited impact on the potential structure near the cavity bot-434

tom.435

The role of photoelectrons in charging the inner surface of the cavity is manifested436

in a different manner. We demonstrate this in the simulation for θ = 20
◦
(Fig. 7b), in437

which (a part of) the sidewall surface in turn releases photoelectrons, but the bottom438

does not. The left half of the cavity floor still maintains a rather high potential (> +600 V),439

whereas the potential of the right half is relaxed to a few hundreds of volts. The par-440

tial relaxation of the positive potential at the cavity bottom is clearly caused by elec-441

trons photoemitted by the sidewall. The ion-driven cavity charging process generates an442

intense upward electric field inside the cavity. The electric field leads some of photoemit-443

ted electrons into the innermost part of the cavity. Such photoelectrons compensate for444

the build-up of excess positive charges at the cavity bottom due to ion bombardment.445

The identified feature brings to light the important aspect of photoelectrons act-446

ing as negative charge carriers, which can move from a certain sunlit location to another447

(not necessarily sunlit) location on solid surfaces. This is clearly distinguished from the448

commonly quoted effect of photoelectrons for the charging in sunlight: i.e., the process449

that transfers negative charges from the surface to space. The photoelectron ability to450

relax the differential charging is highly dependent on the surface topography of an area451

exposed to sunlight, as inferred from the comparison between the two different condi-452

tions for the solar irradiation angle. This also indicates the importance of the cavity ge-453

ometry itself. Specifically, the proportion of a sunlit area in the sidewall seems to be one454

of crucial factors in the effect. Further testing on practical cavity geometries will poten-455

tially elucidate this important aspect.456

4 Discussion457

Although a cavity targeted in this study is limited to that with a specific geom-458

etry, the obtained results provide some clues to generalization of the revealed charging459

process. The significant positive charging directly reflects the directionality difference460

between electron and ion motions, which gets pronounced when the velocity ordering vte >461

vb > vti holds. Under the condition, electrons and ions would exhibit unbalanced pen-462

etrability against the cavity. This can lead to the strong differential charging between463

upper and deep areas of the cavity surface.464

Similar charging processes have been recognized and investigated in the field of the465

plasma processing. During plasma etching of a typical dielectric structure such as a trench,466
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the differential charging arises between upper and bottom parts of the structure (Arnold467

& Sawin, 1991; Kinoshita et al., 1996; Hwang & Giapis, 1997; Ishchuk et al., 2012; Memos468

& Kokkoris, 2016). The effect has been a subject of ongoing investigations (Memos &469

Kokkoris, 2016; Zhang, 2021) because the resulting electric field (or the potential differ-470

ence of tens of volts) possibly causes some anomalies in the finish of the etching process.471

In this case also, differential features of electron and ion motions have been referred to472

as the root cause of the anomalous charging process. The present study demonstrates473

the analogy of physical processes emerging in these different application fields, in the light474

of electric charging of rough surfaces. We also note a difference between the two situ-475

ations in that the kinetic energy of ions originates from the solar wind flow in the present476

study, while that is acceleration within the sheath in the plasma etching case. This dis-477

tinction is directly related to the resultant magnitude of potentials developed in the two478

situations.479

We here discuss a few important aspects that have not been addressed so far, al-480

though the detailed analysis on them is beyond the scope of the present study. One im-481

portant aspect is the spatial scale of a cavity. The present numerical study considers a482

cavity of a few tens of meters on its long side, which can be encountered rarely in na-483

ture. Thus a question that inevitably arises is how the charging condition will be for smaller484

cavities. One clue to this point is in the fundamental charging mechanism derived from485

the parametric study, which is described in Section 3.2. The physical root of the highly-486

positive potential is electron depletion at the innermost part of a deep cavity, which is487

caused by shadowing of electrons by the sidewalls. This shadowing effect should be in488

principle governed by a dimensionless parameter, i.e., the aspect ratio, rather than the489

size itself of the cavity. Furthermore, rather small, sub-Debye-scale cavities are consid-490

ered to better fit this simple scaling law, as particle trajectories get less influenced by491

space charges inside the cavity. In view of the rough discussion, it is reasonable to as-492

sume that the ion-driven charging works also for small cavities.493

Given that the upper limit of a cavity bottom potential is constrained by ion ki-494

netic energies, the solar wind speed is one of key parameters for the charging process.495

Although the present study employs a representative value of 400 km/s, the speed is sub-496

ject to change depending on solar activity conditions. It is well known that the bulk ve-497

locity can approach 600–800 km/s in fast solar wind stream conditions. Such conditions498

would give rise to further significant charging exceeding a few kV positive at the bot-499

tom surfaces of deep cavities. In practice, the cavity potential will be determined in com-500

bination with other physical parameters such as the electron temperature as well as pro-501

cesses such as the charge relaxation by photoelectrons, both of which do play roles that502

cannot be ignored. The dependence on such conditions need to be surveyed comprehen-503

sively in the future works.504

Possible contribution to mobilizations of small dust grains covering planetary bod-505

ies is another important aspect. The distinctive feature of the derived charging effect is506

that surface patches with positive charges are lying in the depths of the cavity, and thereby507

their potential fields are hidden from upper space. Such localized potential difference may508

lead to an intense electrostatic field, which suggests possible implications for some sort509

of dust grain mobilizations. We should note that the present study does not conclude510

that the identified charging effect works exclusively on dust mobilizations in an electro-511

static sense. It is reasonable to consider that the effect coexists with other charging modes512

such as proposed by Wang et al. (2016) inside the cavity, depending on a lighting con-513

dition of each surface patch. A critical implication from the series of studies is that solid514

surfaces with irregular geometries can produce irregular potential distributions even in515

sub-Debye scales. This also leads to the importance of investigating possible effects of516

the associated localized electric fields in the context of possible drivers of dust mobiliza-517

tions. Since such investigations should suffer from an issue of numerous degrees of free-518
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dom regarding the structural features of cavities, not only deterministic simulations as519

addressed herein but also some statistical approaches would be necessitated.520

5 Conclusions521

The charging properties of a surface with a deep cavity are numerically studied with522

plasma conditions relevant to the solar wind. The investigations were conducted with523

applications to possible irregularities on the surface of solid planetary bodies in mind,524

although specific shape and size are employed in the simulations. The PIC computations525

predict the formation of positive potentials that reach a few to several hundreds of volts526

at the cavity bottom. In forming such unconventional charging state, incoming ions do527

play a lead role as positive charge carriers from space to the depths of the cavity. This528

is also supported by the parametric analysis indicating that the upper limit of the po-529

tentials is bounded by the kinetic energy of ions moving with a solar wind flow speed.530

Electron access to the cavity bottom is restricted to a considerable degree due to their531

much higher sticking rate to the sidewall compared with the ions. In this sense, the iden-532

tified feature can be also regarded as one form of boundary-driven charging processes,533

in which the solid boundary exclusively shadows thermal electrons. The present study534

also identifies the creepage motions of photoelectrons as a major relaxation factor against535

the intense charging inside the cavity. The key finding is that photoelectrons emitted from536

the sidewall, not from the bottom of the cavity, take this role. Based on this, the geo-537

metric configurations of the cavity itself and locations of the area irradiated by sunlight538

are inferred to be a crucial factor in determining the relaxation efficiency. To summa-539

rize, we have numerically demonstrated the unconventional fashion of surface charging540

in space, which may contribute to storage and release of electrostatic energies at the ir-541

regular surfaces of solid planetary bodies.542

A critical issue at present is the lack of observational or experimental data that pro-543

vide evidence of the physical process proposed herein. A significant feature of the present544

results is in the fact that the potential field itself is lying in the depths of the cavity struc-545

tures and hidden from the upper space. Nevertheless, an intense electric field within the546

cavity potentially has an ability to accelerate positive charged particles upward. Thus547

remote observations of reflected ions or lofted dust grains coming from a surface with548

cavities and their correlations with environmental conditions may help providing evidence549

for the proposed scenario. Further numerical experiments should also be considered to550

develop generalized physical models of the charging process itself as well as its effects551

on charged particle transport. In particular, the scaling behavior of the charging pro-552

cess with respect to cavity size needs to be addressed to clarify its applicability to sub-553

Debye scale cavities.554
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Abstract14

Surface charging properties of a non-conducting surface that has a deep cavity and is in15

contact with the solar wind plasma are investigated by means of the particle-in-cell plasma16

simulations. The modeled topography is intended with a portion of irregular surfaces17

found on solid planetary bodies. The simulations have revealed unconventional charg-18

ing features in that the cavity bottom is charged up to positive values even without any19

electron emission processes such as photoemission, provided that the surface location is20

accessible to a portion of incoming solar wind ions. The major driver of the positive charg-21

ing is identified as drifting ions of the solar wind plasma, and an uncommon current or-22

dering where ion currents exceed electron currents is established at the innermost part23

of the deep cavity. This also implies that the cavity bottom surface may have a positive24

potential of several hundred volts, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the ions. The25

present study also clarifies the role of photoelectrons in developing the distinctive charg-26

ing environment inside the cavity. The photoemitted electrons can no longer trigger pos-27

itive charging at the cavity bottom, but rather exhibit the effect of relaxing positive po-28

tentials caused by the solar wind ions. The identified charging process, which are pri-29

marily due to the solar wind ions, are localized at the depths of the cavity and may be30

one possible scenario for generating intense electric fields inside the cavity.31

Plain Language Summary32

Model predictions based on the kinetic plasma simulations suggest an unconven-33

tional surface electrical charging condition within deep cavities, which can be formed on34

the Moon and other airless planetary bodies directly impacted by the solar wind. Due35

to the differentiated directionality of solar wind ion and electron motions, ions are more36

likely to reach the innermost part of such deep cavities than electrons without being lost37

at the cavity sidewall. At the bottom of cavities with depth-width aspect ratios above38

a certain level, the ion current tends to exceed the electron current. The condition leads39

to significant positive potentials that rank with the kinetic energies of solar wind ions,40

which is completely independent of the work done by photoelectron emission. The iden-41

tified positive charging process, which are primarily due to the solar wind ions, are lo-42

calized at the depths of cavities and may be one possible scenario for strong electric fields43

on the dayside of the Moon and asteroids.44

1 Introduction45

A solid surface that is in contact with a plasma collects electric charges of imping-46

ing electrons and ions. In general, due to the higher differential influx of electrons than47

that of ions, the surface gets charged negatively, that is, acquires a negative potential48

with respect to the environment (Whipple, 1981). This potential field exerts a repulsive49

force for approaching electrons and restrains further inflow of thermal electrons. The equi-50

librium (or floating) potential is eventually reached when the positive and negative charge51

inflows are balanced; i.e., the net current flow into the surface becomes zero. This con-52

cept of current balance holds also in the presence of additional current components that53

are caused by emission processes of charged particles. The charging process (e.g., Gar-54

rett, 1981) and its feedback to plasma environment, such as the formation of sheaths and55

presheaths (e.g., Robertson, 2013; Scheiner et al., 2015), have been investigated exten-56

sively. In space applications, the understanding of charging processes has been developed57

through long-standing studies of spacecraft charging as well as probe measurements (e.g.,58

Garrett & Whittlesey, 2000; Fahleson, 1967).59

The surface charging is a significant research area also for the physics of airless, solid60

planetary bodies in the solar system, such as the Moon and asteroids (Manka, 1973; Stubbs61

et al., 2014; Zimmerman et al., 2014). This is because charging possibly leads to elec-62

trostatic transport of charged dust grains on their surfaces (Nitter et al., 1998; Stubbs,63
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Vondrak, & Farrell, 2007). Such natural bodies covered with non-conducting regolith lay-64

ers exhibit manifested differential charging depending on both space-environmental and65

surface conditions. On-orbit observations and theoretical predictions have shown that66

the darkside and terminator regions of the Moon have negative surface potentials, whereas67

the dayside surface has positive potentials (Halekas et al., 2002, 2008; Stubbs, HalekaS,68

et al., 2007; Farrell et al., 2010). In light of the fact that an ambient plasma by itself tends69

to make solid surfaces charge negatively, it is acknowledged that the positive equilibrium70

potentials on the day side are made possible by the aid of negative charge transfer from71

the surface to space though electron emission processes such as photoemission (e.g., Free-72

man & Ibrahim, 1975; Stubbs et al., 2014).73

Although the idea of photoemission-led charging is widely accepted as an “aver-74

aged picture” of forming positive potentials on the day side, some surface geometric fea-75

tures may open up interesting possibilities for localized, but unconventional scenarios76

of charging. This aspect is of particular importance for solid natural bodies in space, be-77

cause numerous variations of surface geometries with different spatial scales can be found.78

There are plenty of boulders and rocks with various shapes. In smaller scales, regolith79

particle layers can form wide variety of surface geometries such as bumps and dips. The80

present study aims to demonstrate that a plasma condition relevant to the solar wind81

exhibits an ability of locally producing positive potentials by itself, even without pho-82

toemission (or any other electron emission processes), when a certain class of surface ge-83

ometry, a cavity, is considered. The targeted cavity is the one with an opening to the84

upper space, and thereby precipitating plasma particles are partially accessible to it. Such85

surface structures in a decameter scale were identified as “vertical holes” or “pits” on86

the Moon (Haruyama et al., 2009), and its electric environment was examined by means87

of numerical plasma simulations (Miyake & Nishino, 2015). In smaller scales, complex88

pileup of small rocks and regolith particles reduces to an irregular surface. Some local89

geometries of the surface can be categorized into cavities. The electrostatic aspects re-90

lated to such small cavities have been one of outstanding issues of great interest (Wang91

et al., 2016; Orger et al., 2019)92

The charging processes of irregular surfaces have been investigated via numerical93

and ground-experimental approaches in efforts to advance electrostatics on the Moon and94

other small bodies. On their dayside surfaces, the presence of impact craters or boul-95

ders gives rise to differential solar UV irradiation and even local shadows. These features96

lead to non-uniform potential distribution over the surface (e.g., Farrell et al., 2007; Zim-97

merman et al., 2011; Poppe et al., 2012; Zimmerman et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2019). The98

shadow can be also regarded as a region of limited access for a solar wind plasma. The99

plasma expansion theory has been applied to interpret the extent of plasma incursion100

beyond a shadow boundary (Farrell et al., 2007). Electrostatic structures in even smaller101

scales, as those of regolith particles, are also of particular interest. In such scales, dis-102

ability of the Debye shielding leads to more intense electrostatic fields, which is believed103

as one of important factors for mobilization and breakdown of charged regolith parti-104

cles (Zimmerman et al., 2016).105

We numerically work on electric potential profiles and their associated motions of106

solar wind plasma particles in the vicinity of a cavity. The model cavity is assumed to107

have a depth-width aspect ratio ranging from 1 to 6, which is greater than typical val-108

ues for impact craters. The investigations are focused on loss processes of thermal elec-109

trons and ballistic ions within a space bounded by solid sidewalls of the cavity. In such110

a situation, ions will have a greater residual ratio than electrons, and a current balance111

condition will be altered significantly at a cavity bottom. We will demonstrate that this112

feature is feasible, by means of three-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations with plasma113

conditions relevant to the solar wind (Miyake & Nishino, 2015). As the orthogonal grid114

system is employed in the simulator in use, we study a rectangular-shaped cavity to ex-115

ploit its resolution ability. Despite the artificial shape, we will show that physical insight116
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abstracted from the simulation results can constitute one aspect of charging evolving on117

natural small bodies. We note that edge effects caused by the shape is also interesting118

in itself, but are beyond of the scope of the present study.119

This study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the numerical simulation model.120

The major simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 3. We first focus121

on the most simplified situation of cavity surface charging by only imposing a solar wind122

downflow to its surface. The obtained result indicates that positive potentials are formed123

at the cavity bottom even without any electron emission processes. The electrostatic struc-124

ture and the associated particle motions are investigated to elucidate the charging mech-125

anism. We subsequently introduce the effects of photoelectron emission and discuss a126

role of photoelectrons in altering a current balance condition inside the cavity. Section 4127

discusses some important aspects for applications of the identified charging mechanism128

to electrostatics on the Moon and other airless small bodies. Finally, Section 5 concludes129

with a summary of the main findings and provides perspectives of further studies.130

2 Numerical Experiment Setup131

Plasma environment near a solid surface with a single cavity is modeled by using132

an in-house full-particle plasma simulator: EMSES (Miyake & Usui, 2009). The simu-133

lation tool is based on the standard electromagnetic particle-in-cell (PIC) method (Birdsall134

& Langdon, 2018; Hockney & Eastwood, 1981), whereas its basic functionality is designed135

for addressing plasma interactions with solid inner boundaries. PIC describes a plasma136

as a bunch of charged macro-particles, each of which represents many real plasma par-137

ticles. The computational particles are initially distributed over a computational domain138

except for the interior of solid bodies, and their motions are represented by Newton’s equa-139

tions of motions. Electromagnetic field components are defined discretely on computa-140

tional grid points. Note that since the present study focuses on electrostatic structures141

near a solid surface with a cavity, we solve only Poisson’s equation for electrostatic po-142

tential to compute particle pushing fields. The field and particle datasets are then up-143

dated simultaneously by employing the finite difference scheme.144

An important feature of EMSES is a capability of incorporating solid objects into145

computations. The object surfaces are represented as internal boundaries, which satisfy146

appropriate conditions for both particles and field components. Once a charged parti-147

cle collides with a solid structure, the particle is regarded as sticking to the surface and148

no longer processed as a “active particle”. EMSES keeps monitoring particle positions149

to detect sticking particles and eliminate them from a list of active particles. Electric150

charges carried by colliding particles are deposited onto a surface. Particle emission pro-151

cesses such as photoemission are numerically processed as particle release from a sur-152

face. EMSES loads new particles with appropriate positions and velocities complying153

with the physical processes in consideration.154

The computational kernel of EMSES is parallelized with the Message Passing In-155

terface (MPI) based on the block domain decomposition. To avoid possible computa-156

tional efficiency degradation, EMSES adopts a dynamic load-balancing algorithm referred157

to as OhHelp, which equalizes per-MPI-process loads in association with both particle158

and field datasets (Nakashima et al., 2009). Scalable parallel PIC computations regard-159

less of particle distributions are achieved with the benefit of this sophisticated auxiliary160

algorithm (Miyake & Nakashima, 2013). This aspect is of particular importance in ad-161

dressing the physics of body-plasma interactions because such phenomena may cause out-162

standing inhomogeneity of particle distributions.163

A box-shaped simulation space is partitioned into spaces occupied by plasma par-164

ticles and a solid matter, and their interface is configured in such a way that it shapes165

a plane surface and a single deep depression (i.e., cavity). As the lunar soil is highly re-166
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sistive (e.g., Olhoeft et al., 1974), the simulated surface is modeled as a perfect insula-167

tor. This indicates that electric charges of particles hitting the surface are accumulated168

in situ. We take the z-axis of the Cartesian coordinates in the direction of elevation. The169

(plane) surface of the planetary body is then defined as the reference of the z coordinate.170

The lower limit of the simulation space is located at z = −30 m. The total volume of171

the simulation space is 16×16×128 m3. The entire space is discretized with uniform172

grids of 0.5 m. The square-shaped cavity is assumed to have dimensions of a fixed width173

W = 5 m and a variable depth D ranging 5–20 m. For convenience, we denote the z-174

coordinate of the cavity bottom as zb. A key geometric parameter is the depth-width175

aspect ratio of the cavity defined as RD/W = D/W , which is varied within 1–6 in the176

present study. Note that the model cavity has a spatial scale comparable to the Debye177

length λD ∼ 10 m in the solar wind plasma. Such a cavity may be larger than what178

can be found typically on natural planetary bodies in space. The size parameters were179

chosen such that we can exploit the sweet spot of the numerical scheme in terms of avail-180

able computational resources and spatial resolutions gained by them. Since a target of181

broader interest would be smaller cavities practically, we later on discuss applicability182

of the obtained insight to such smaller sizes.183

The solar wind plasma is initially distributed in the simulation space and also con-184

tinuously loaded from its top and lateral edges. The bulk velocity vb and the unperturbed185

density n0 of the solar wind are given as 400 km/s and 5 /cc, respectively. We assume186

that simulated electrons and ions are in an iso-thermal condition, and their temperature187

is given as 10 eV. The combination of the chosen parameters provide the associated ve-188

locity ratio vte : vb : vti = 42.9 : 12.9 : 1.0, where vte and vti represent the thermal ve-189

locities of electrons and ions, respectively. Later on, we will show that the given order-190

ing vte > vb > vti is another key factor for unconventional charging properties inside191

the cavity. To elucidate physical processes related to charging, this study carries out sim-192

ulations with increasing complicating factors in a step-by-step fashion. We first present193

the results of simulations that intentionally exclude photoemitted electrons. This basic194

exercise is followed by the results of calculations that take into account the the effects195

of photoelectrons.196

Based on the experimental setup described above, we calculated the charging pro-197

cess of the model cavity until the steady-state solutions were obtained. Figure 1 illus-198

trates a result obtained from the simulation runs, which is highlighted in the present study.199

The figure displays a three-dimensional view of surface potential for RD/W = 4. The200

representative result clearly shows significant potential enhancement in the innermost201

part of the cavity. The following section explores an unconventional mechanism under-202

lying in the cavity charging. For reasons of space constraints, the two-dimensional pro-203

files shown hereafter are displayed with the aspect ratio changed from the physical one.204

3 Results205

3.1 Electrostatic Structure near a Cavity206

PIC computations addressed here are focused on the surface charging without any207

electron emission processes. This aims to clarify effects of a surface shape (i.e., cavity)208

and a plasma bulk motion on the solar wind plasma inflows to the surface. Although the209

photoelectron emission is in fact essential in considering dayside surface charging, lessons210

from the basic investigations will derive a number of key physical features of distinctive211

charging mode evolved at the cavity surface. This section adopts a fixed cavity aspect212

ratio RD/W = 4, and the dependency on the important parameter is studied in the sub-213

sequent section.214

Figure 2 shows the spatial profiles of electric potential near the surface for four com-215

binations regarding the presence of a cavity and a bulk flow. Figure 2a displays the po-216
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional view of the surface potential distribution obtained from the

simulation run with the cavity depth-width aspect ratio RD/W = 4. In the simulation, the photo-

electron emission is intentionally excluded to clarify an unconventional current ordering between

solar wind electrons and ions developed at the cavity bottom.

Figure 2. Spatial profiles of an electric potential near the surface for four combinations re-

garding the presence of a cavity and a bulk flow. The cavity aspect ratio RD/W = 4 is used in

the numerical calculations. One-dimensional potentials (a) are plotted along z-axis placed at

the center of the cavity. The dotted plots represent potential profiles obtained from simulations

without a cavity. Two-dimensional profiles (b) show potential structures in a xz plane cutting

the center of the cavity. Note that the panel (b) is displayed not in a physical aspect ratio but in

an adjusted ratio z/x =∼10 for visibility. (See the scales on the vertical and horizontal axes.)
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tential distributions along z-axis penetrating the center of the xy plane (x = y = 0 m).217

The ranges z < 0 and z > 0 correspond to the inside and outside of the cavity, respec-218

tively. The potential values at z = −20 m correspond to surface potentials at the cav-219

ity bottom. For the cases with the cavity, the two-dimensional profiles are also displayed220

in Figure 2b, the left and right halves of which correspond to the stationary and flow-221

ing plasma cases, respectively. All potential values are referenced at z =∼100 m above222

the plane surface.223

The potential profiles from the simulation without the cavity (the dotted plots in224

Figure 2a) conform to the classical floating potential theory for a surface in plasma (e.g.,225

Whipple, 1981). Attributed to the higher differential flux for electrons than ions, the sur-226

face attains a negative potential such that the current balance between electrons and ions,227

i.e., Ji − Je = 0, is established at each position, where Ji and Je denote the ion and228

electron current densities, respectively. With a plasma bulk motion, the surface poten-229

tial becomes less negative. This is a consequence of increased Jmathrmi while Jmathrme230

is less affected by the large thermal velocity. Analytical formulations of Ji and Je esti-231

mated surface potentials −8.0 and −38 V for the cases with and without the bulk flow,232

respectively. The simulations are in reasonable agreement with the estimates, except for233

a small deviation resulting from the finite size of the simulation domain not being suf-234

ficient to cover a long presheath extending above.235

The presence of the cavity alters the situation drastically. This is in particular pro-236

nounced for the case with the downward plasma bulk motion (i.e., the solid red line in237

Figure 2a and the right half of Figure 2b). Although the potential near the cavity aper-238

ture is comparable to that without the cavity, it continues to increase with depth, even-239

tually reaching +700 V at the cavity bottom. The high potential is not limited to the240

center of a cavity floor but covers an entire floor as well as sidewalls near the floor, as241

indicated in the two-dimensional plot. Such extraordinary charging is not identified for242

the stationary plasma case, even with the cavity; the negative potential relaxes with depth243

and settles to about −10 V at the bottom.244

The outlined result exhibits a number of key features associated with charging of245

inner-cavity surfaces. One distinctive aspect of the result is the positive potential, which246

the cavity floor attains in an equilibrium state. This is in contrast to common knowl-247

edge that a solid surface in contact with an electron-ion plasma is ordinary floating at248

a negative potential. The high-degree charging is also an outstanding feature. The po-249

tential value +700 V is comparable to the kinetic energy of individual protons +840 eV250

associated with their bulk motions. Such quantitative association suggests a leading role251

of an ion bulk motion as a determining factor of an electrostatic energy acquired by the252

innermost part of the cavity. This speculation is supported by the fact that the case with-253

out bulk motion shows no manifestation of such positive charging. To clarify the under-254

lying mechanism of the key result, we next see density and velocity field profiles obtained255

for the cases with the cavity.256

Figure 3 shows the electron and ion density profiles on the plane cutting the cen-257

ter of y-axis, on which the velocity vector field of each species is overlaid with arrows.258

The left and right halves of each panel correspond to the results for stationary and flow-259

ing plasma cases, respectively. The flowing plasma case exhibits a pronounced difference260

between the ion and electron densities. The electron density declines drastically inside261

the cavity, whereas the ion density keeps an unperturbed level halfway down the cav-262

ity, and even gets enhanced in its innermost part. Reminding the ordering of relevant263

velocities vte > vb > vti, the density feature is interpreted as consequences of diverg-264

ing (non-directional) motions of electrons into the solid walls of the cavity, and direc-265

tional trajectories of ions due to the appreciable bulk velocity. Such an orbit-mechanical266

picture is supported by the comparison between electron and ion velocity field profiles,267

indicating more divergent nature of motions for electrons than ions.268
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Figure 3. Plasma density and flux vector with a cavity (rwh=4). (a) and (b) Electron and

ion density and flux vector with (right) or without (left) the bulk flow, respectively. The vector

lengths are proportional to the magnitude (in a logarithmic scale) of the local fluxes.

The distinct difference between ion and electron motions results in much greater269

sticking rate for electrons than ions at the sidewall boundaries of the cavity. This also270

implies that the solar wind ions should be more accessible to the bottoms of deep cav-271

ities formed on planetary bodies, under the condition that the surface segments are sit-272

uated within visible fields from the Sun. The condition leads to the reversed ordering273

of plasma currents, i.e., Ji0 > Je0, where Ji0 and Je0 represent the ion and electron cur-274

rent densities to an uncharged surface. Such unusual current ordering triggers positive275

charging, even if, in principle, there are no electron emission processes. The potential276

difference between the aperture and bottom of the cavity can rank with kinetic energy277

of ion bulk motions, although the potential difference is strongly dependent also on cav-278

ity geometries. Associated intense electric field plays an essential role in regaining ion-279

electron current balance, through repelling some fraction of incoming ions as well as draw-280

ing electrons into the cavity floor before they stick to the sidewalls.281

Ion-driven charging identified herein is conditioned not only on the presence of a282

space enclosed by solid walls (like a cavity), but also on an appreciable vb speed exceed-283

ing vti because the velocity ordering vte > vb > vti is the key to unbalanced sticking284

rates between electrons and ions at cavity sidewalls. This is evident also from the other285

simulation with a stationary plasma (Figure 1), in which the density and velocity pro-286

files of ions are less differentiated from those of electrons inside the cavity. With nearly287

zero or small vb, ion motions are less directional like electrons, and are more likely to288

stick to the sidewall of the cavity. We note that even when considering a stationary plasma,289

ions near a surface should attain a certain bulk velocity toward the surface due to ac-290

celeration within sheath and pre-sheath regions. Such bulk motion energy makes the ions291

a bit more accessible to the innermost part of the cavity, and results in marginal rise of292

potential, as outlined in Figure 2a.293

3.2 Dependence on a Cavity Aspect Ratio294

Given that the aforementioned interpretation for the unconventional charging holds,295

the bottom potential should have a strong dependence on the depth-width aspect ratio296

RD/W of the cavity. Figure 4 examines such dependence by plotting potentials measured297

at the center of the cavity floor, ϕb as a function of RD/W. (The condition RD/W = 0298

corresponds to a case only with a plane surface, i.e., no cavity.) With introducing the299

cavity and increasing RD/W , ϕb turns into positive and rises monotonically up to 800 V.300
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Figure 4. The dependence of the cavity bottom potential on the depth-width aspect ratio.

The vertical (potential) axis of the figures is scaled in (a) linear and (b) logarithm. The potential

value is measured at the center of the cavity floor.

The trend reflects the fact that the degree of difference between electron and ion mo-301

tions, in terms of their sticking rates at the sidewall and the resulting accessibility to the302

bottom, is more pronounced for deeper cavities. The examination also reveals the asymp-303

totic behavior of ϕb as a function of RD/W . For RD/W ≤ 2 (referred to as regime I here-304

inafter), ϕb(RD/W ) is found to be the best fit with a power function of (RD/W )2.6, as305

confirmed in the double logarithmic plot (Figure 4b). For RD/W > 2 (regime II, in the306

same manner), ϕb begins to saturate, and asymptotically approaches a positive poten-307

tial ∼ 800 eV. This potential is comparable to the ion kinetic energy Ei = 840 eV for308

the drift speed vb = 400 km/s. It is insightful to study separately how current balance309

conditions are established in these two regimes.310

As the cavity sidewall causes current imbalance (Ji0−Je0)|z=−zb > 0 (where the311

subscript 0 indicates current values for “uncharged” surfaces) at the bottom, the iden-312

tified charging effect (ϕb > 0) should lead to increasing an electron current (i.e., Je >313

Je0), decreasing an ion current (i.e., Ji < Ji0), or both. In the regime II where ϕb ∼314

Ei, an potential barrier formed inside the cavity is capable of repelling incoming ions.315

In fact, it has been confirmed in the simulation that some of precipitating ions are elec-316

trostatically backscattered upward in this regime. In the regime II, the declination of317

Ji plays a major role in establishing current balance. This is in contrast to an object in318

an electron-ion plasma with a negative floating potential, which maintains current bal-319

ance by repelling electrons.320

In the regime I where ϕb ≪ Ei, the situation gets a bit more complicated. In this321

regime, an ion-repulsive force alone is insufficient to recover current balance, because ions,322

which individually have energies comparable to Ei, are hardly repelled by the forces. Hence,323

an electron-attractive force must be in charge of current balance by drawing electrons324

into the cavity. A smaller cavity transit time leads to a lower proportion of electrons stick-325

ing to the cavity sidewall, which in turn increases the proportion of electrons attaining326

the cavity bottom (i.e., Je > Je0). This enhanced Je may rank with the ion current Ji ∼327

Ji0, resulting in the establishment of current balance.328

To test this physical scenario, let us consider the “free fall” motion of an electron329

where the only force acting on it is a vertical (upward) electric field. For further sim-330

plicity, we assume that the vertical electric field is spatially uniform, i.e., Ec = ϕb/D.331

The cavity transit time τe, for which the electron reaches the cavity bottom, is expressed332

as τe = D
√

2me/eϕb, under an assumption that the initial downward velocity of the333
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Figure 5. The dependence of the cavity bottom potential on the solar wind incident angle θ.

The plotted potential values are the ones measured at the center of the cavity floor.

electron is sufficiently small and negligible compared with its final speed after acceler-334

ation. This transit time is used to calculate traversing distances vxτe and vyτe in the x335

and y directions, respectively, for an electron with constant transverse velocities vx and336

vy. Since |vx|τe > W/2 or |vy|τe > W/2 indicates that such electrons are not accessi-337

ble to the center of the cavity floor, we now obtain the maximum transverse velocities338

(vx,max, vy,max) = (1/RD/W)
√
eϕb/8me for electrons that are accessible to the center339

of the floor without being captured by the sidewall. These velocities (i.e., ±v{x,y},max)340

are used as lower and upper limits of integral range of the velocity distribution function341

(in vx–vy space) to evaluate Je at the cavity bottom.342

As long as the ion current is virtually unchanged by the charging, i.e, Ji ∼ Ji0,343

in the regime I, its counterpart Je should be also constant and Je ∼ Ji0. This indicates344

that v{x,y},max should be invariant in that regime. It follows that the cavity bottom po-345

tential should have a dependence of ϕb ∝ (RD/W)2 so that v{x,y},max remains unchanged.346

While the discussion so far is very simplistic, it is a relatively good representation of the347

fact that the cavity bottom potential is well characterized by power functions of a di-348

mensionless parameter, i.e., the width-depth aspect ratio RD/W of the cavity. These ar-349

guments also provide further evidence that the main physical root of the unconventional350

charging phenomena presented herein is the shadowing effect by the cavity sidewall, which351

scrapes off the diagonally incident component of electrons in their velocity space. In the352

course of the above discussion, we use a number of crude assumptions such as that elec-353

trons have zero downward velocity at the inlet of the cavity, which is, of course, not prac-354

tical. Finite initial downward velocities would enhance Je and then reduce ϕb from the355

simple estimate discussed above. The deviation would be more pronounced for small RD/W356

and less so for large RD/W values. This may be the reason behind the simulation results357

that ϕb scales with a greater power (i.e., 2.6) of RD/W than the factor of 2. More rig-358

orous treatments for the assumptions used in the analysis would be available and will359

be presented in the future studies.360

3.3 Solar Wind Irradiation Angle Dependency361

Irradiation angle of the solar wind is also an important factor. Figure 5 examines362

this aspect by showing ϕb for solar irradiation angles θ varying through 0
◦
to 45

◦
, in which363

the cavity aspect ratio remains unchanged as RD/W = 4. As θ increases within 0
◦
<364

θ < 25
◦
, ϕb declines gradually but remains at several hundreds of volts. The small dec-365

lination in ϕb is attributed to a reduction in the vertical component of a bulk velocity366
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due to increased inclination of the flow. Reminding that RD/W = 4 is within the regime367

II, the reduction in kinetic energy of ion vertical motions results in the declination in ϕb.368

The potential decreases sharply for θ > 25
◦
and turns into negative at θ > 40◦.369

It is speculated that the sharp ϕb declination implies that the cavity floor gets inacces-370

sible to solar wind ions coming at further oblique angles. For θ > 30
◦
we confirmed that371

an ion flow majorly hits the sidewall of the cavity and cannot reach the cavity bottom,372

although not shown herein. It should be recognized, however, that the center of the cav-373

ity bottom is already in solar eclipse by the sidewall, even at much lower angles such as374

θ = 10
◦
. Thus, maintaining a fairly high ϕb in 10

◦
< θ < 25

◦
suggests that ion tra-375

jectories are not straight but deflected inside the cavity.376

Ion deflection is actually identified in the present simulations. Figure 6a displays377

ion density and velocity field profiles simulated for θ = 20
◦
. The ion flow expands into378

a shadow region, which enables a fraction of ions to reach the cavity bottom. Several phys-379

ical processes may be possible to interpret the expansion of ions. The action of an am-380

bipolar electric field is one of possible explanations. In this scenario, ion expansion into381

the plasma void region is preceded by that of electrons led by pressure gradient forces.382

It is known that the expansion rate in the case is characterized by an ion acoustic speed.383

The role of this ambipolar electric field was often referred to as a primary factor in a quasi-384

neutral plasma expansion into permanently shadow regions on the Moon (e.g., Zimmer-385

man et al., 2011). Note that while the above expansion mechanism is based on the con-386

dition that the core plasma is quasi-neutral, the plasma entering the cavity this time is387

in somewhat a different condition. Since electrons in the cavity are significantly reduced388

by the sidewall, the quasi-neutral condition is broken and ions behave like an unneutral-389

ized beam. The beam divergence mechanism should cause the ions to expand even more390

efficiently into the shadow region than the ambipolar field effect.391

The cavity sidewalls itself also play an important role in guiding incoming ions to392

the innermost part of the cavity. Due to the oblique solar wind flow, the sunlit sidewall393

surface is charged a few tens of volts higher than the shadowed sidewall when compared394

at the same depth from the cavity entrance. The associated horizontal component of the395

electrostatic field acts to deflect deflects ion trajectories slightly such that their collision396

with the sunlit sidewall is mitigated to some extent. The deflected ions can penetrate397

deeper and eventually contribute to the positive charging at the cavity bottom. The “ion-398

guiding” effect of a thin cavity is also an important aspect for the charging process pro-399

posed herein, because it implies that the ion-driven charging is likely to be developed400

for broader ranges of the solar irradiation angles than what is constrained by geomet-401

ric configurations.402

3.4 Effect of Photoelectron Emission403

In the simulations presented thus far, we intentionally excluded the effects of pho-404

toelectron emission. In practice, the photoemission is recognized as a leading process for405

the surface charging in the sunlight (Grobman & Blank, 1969; Stubbs et al., 2014), as406

a typical photoemission current is in average greater than those of the solar wind as well407

as the Earth’s magnetospheric plasmas. Inside the cavity, however, its role would dif-408

fer from that commonly known for the charging of flat surfaces. This section discusses409

how the photoemission affects a current balance and the resultant charging properties.410

For this purpose, we examined two additional cases with photoemission for the solar ir-411

radiation angles θ = 0
◦
and 20

◦
. The major parameters of photoelectrons are as fol-412

lows; the temperature is Tpe = 2.2 eV and the current density is Jpe = 4.5 µA/m2
413

for normal solar incidence. Actual photoelectron yield at each sunlit location is scaled414

as cos θ, depending on the local solar incidence θ. For simplicity, the photoelectron en-415

ergy distribution is assumed to be a simple Maxwellian, and their angular distribution416
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional profiles of (a) ion density and flux vector and (b) potential in case

of an oblique solar wind incidence (θ = 20
◦
). The vector lengths are proportional to the magni-

tude (in a logarithmic scale) of the local fluxes.

Figure 7. Two-dimensional potential profiles obtained from the simulations with photoelec-

tron emission for (a) θ = 0
◦
and (b) 20

◦
.
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of emission shall follow a cosine function. The cavity aspect ratio RD/W = 4 was used417

in the numerical experiments.418

Figure 7 shows the potential profiles near the cavity. For θ = 0
◦
, the plane and419

cavity bottom surfaces release photoelectrons, whereas the cavity sidewall does not. The420

surface potential outside the cavity is at a few volts positive and comparable to the pho-421

toelectron temperature, which is consistent with previous estimates of dayside surface422

potentials (Poppe & Horanyi, 2010). The photoelectron escaping current, which is re-423

strained by the positive potential, is balanced with the solar wind electron inflow. In con-424

trast, the potential structure inside the cavity remains similar to that obtained without425

photoemission. This result suggests that the function of electrons photoemitted in the426

depths of the cavity is limited. Owing to the reversed ordering of the solar wind current427

components (Ii0 − Ie0)|z=−zb > 0, negative excess charges need to be brought to the428

cavity bottom to establish a current balance there. The photoelectron release is, in prin-429

ciple, unable to take on this role because it tends to deposit positive charges to the sur-430

face and further lift up its positive potential. In fact, the cavity bottom potential is much431

greater than the photoelectron temperature, and thereby virtually all photoelectrons emit-432

ted at the cavity bottom are recollected immediately. This implies that the photoelec-433

trons emitted in situ have limited impact on the potential structure near the cavity bot-434

tom.435

The role of photoelectrons in charging the inner surface of the cavity is manifested436

in a different manner. We demonstrate this in the simulation for θ = 20
◦
(Fig. 7b), in437

which (a part of) the sidewall surface in turn releases photoelectrons, but the bottom438

does not. The left half of the cavity floor still maintains a rather high potential (> +600 V),439

whereas the potential of the right half is relaxed to a few hundreds of volts. The par-440

tial relaxation of the positive potential at the cavity bottom is clearly caused by elec-441

trons photoemitted by the sidewall. The ion-driven cavity charging process generates an442

intense upward electric field inside the cavity. The electric field leads some of photoemit-443

ted electrons into the innermost part of the cavity. Such photoelectrons compensate for444

the build-up of excess positive charges at the cavity bottom due to ion bombardment.445

The identified feature brings to light the important aspect of photoelectrons act-446

ing as negative charge carriers, which can move from a certain sunlit location to another447

(not necessarily sunlit) location on solid surfaces. This is clearly distinguished from the448

commonly quoted effect of photoelectrons for the charging in sunlight: i.e., the process449

that transfers negative charges from the surface to space. The photoelectron ability to450

relax the differential charging is highly dependent on the surface topography of an area451

exposed to sunlight, as inferred from the comparison between the two different condi-452

tions for the solar irradiation angle. This also indicates the importance of the cavity ge-453

ometry itself. Specifically, the proportion of a sunlit area in the sidewall seems to be one454

of crucial factors in the effect. Further testing on practical cavity geometries will poten-455

tially elucidate this important aspect.456

4 Discussion457

Although a cavity targeted in this study is limited to that with a specific geom-458

etry, the obtained results provide some clues to generalization of the revealed charging459

process. The significant positive charging directly reflects the directionality difference460

between electron and ion motions, which gets pronounced when the velocity ordering vte >461

vb > vti holds. Under the condition, electrons and ions would exhibit unbalanced pen-462

etrability against the cavity. This can lead to the strong differential charging between463

upper and deep areas of the cavity surface.464

Similar charging processes have been recognized and investigated in the field of the465

plasma processing. During plasma etching of a typical dielectric structure such as a trench,466
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the differential charging arises between upper and bottom parts of the structure (Arnold467

& Sawin, 1991; Kinoshita et al., 1996; Hwang & Giapis, 1997; Ishchuk et al., 2012; Memos468

& Kokkoris, 2016). The effect has been a subject of ongoing investigations (Memos &469

Kokkoris, 2016; Zhang, 2021) because the resulting electric field (or the potential differ-470

ence of tens of volts) possibly causes some anomalies in the finish of the etching process.471

In this case also, differential features of electron and ion motions have been referred to472

as the root cause of the anomalous charging process. The present study demonstrates473

the analogy of physical processes emerging in these different application fields, in the light474

of electric charging of rough surfaces. We also note a difference between the two situ-475

ations in that the kinetic energy of ions originates from the solar wind flow in the present476

study, while that is acceleration within the sheath in the plasma etching case. This dis-477

tinction is directly related to the resultant magnitude of potentials developed in the two478

situations.479

We here discuss a few important aspects that have not been addressed so far, al-480

though the detailed analysis on them is beyond the scope of the present study. One im-481

portant aspect is the spatial scale of a cavity. The present numerical study considers a482

cavity of a few tens of meters on its long side, which can be encountered rarely in na-483

ture. Thus a question that inevitably arises is how the charging condition will be for smaller484

cavities. One clue to this point is in the fundamental charging mechanism derived from485

the parametric study, which is described in Section 3.2. The physical root of the highly-486

positive potential is electron depletion at the innermost part of a deep cavity, which is487

caused by shadowing of electrons by the sidewalls. This shadowing effect should be in488

principle governed by a dimensionless parameter, i.e., the aspect ratio, rather than the489

size itself of the cavity. Furthermore, rather small, sub-Debye-scale cavities are consid-490

ered to better fit this simple scaling law, as particle trajectories get less influenced by491

space charges inside the cavity. In view of the rough discussion, it is reasonable to as-492

sume that the ion-driven charging works also for small cavities.493

Given that the upper limit of a cavity bottom potential is constrained by ion ki-494

netic energies, the solar wind speed is one of key parameters for the charging process.495

Although the present study employs a representative value of 400 km/s, the speed is sub-496

ject to change depending on solar activity conditions. It is well known that the bulk ve-497

locity can approach 600–800 km/s in fast solar wind stream conditions. Such conditions498

would give rise to further significant charging exceeding a few kV positive at the bot-499

tom surfaces of deep cavities. In practice, the cavity potential will be determined in com-500

bination with other physical parameters such as the electron temperature as well as pro-501

cesses such as the charge relaxation by photoelectrons, both of which do play roles that502

cannot be ignored. The dependence on such conditions need to be surveyed comprehen-503

sively in the future works.504

Possible contribution to mobilizations of small dust grains covering planetary bod-505

ies is another important aspect. The distinctive feature of the derived charging effect is506

that surface patches with positive charges are lying in the depths of the cavity, and thereby507

their potential fields are hidden from upper space. Such localized potential difference may508

lead to an intense electrostatic field, which suggests possible implications for some sort509

of dust grain mobilizations. We should note that the present study does not conclude510

that the identified charging effect works exclusively on dust mobilizations in an electro-511

static sense. It is reasonable to consider that the effect coexists with other charging modes512

such as proposed by Wang et al. (2016) inside the cavity, depending on a lighting con-513

dition of each surface patch. A critical implication from the series of studies is that solid514

surfaces with irregular geometries can produce irregular potential distributions even in515

sub-Debye scales. This also leads to the importance of investigating possible effects of516

the associated localized electric fields in the context of possible drivers of dust mobiliza-517

tions. Since such investigations should suffer from an issue of numerous degrees of free-518
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dom regarding the structural features of cavities, not only deterministic simulations as519

addressed herein but also some statistical approaches would be necessitated.520

5 Conclusions521

The charging properties of a surface with a deep cavity are numerically studied with522

plasma conditions relevant to the solar wind. The investigations were conducted with523

applications to possible irregularities on the surface of solid planetary bodies in mind,524

although specific shape and size are employed in the simulations. The PIC computations525

predict the formation of positive potentials that reach a few to several hundreds of volts526

at the cavity bottom. In forming such unconventional charging state, incoming ions do527

play a lead role as positive charge carriers from space to the depths of the cavity. This528

is also supported by the parametric analysis indicating that the upper limit of the po-529

tentials is bounded by the kinetic energy of ions moving with a solar wind flow speed.530

Electron access to the cavity bottom is restricted to a considerable degree due to their531

much higher sticking rate to the sidewall compared with the ions. In this sense, the iden-532

tified feature can be also regarded as one form of boundary-driven charging processes,533

in which the solid boundary exclusively shadows thermal electrons. The present study534

also identifies the creepage motions of photoelectrons as a major relaxation factor against535

the intense charging inside the cavity. The key finding is that photoelectrons emitted from536

the sidewall, not from the bottom of the cavity, take this role. Based on this, the geo-537

metric configurations of the cavity itself and locations of the area irradiated by sunlight538

are inferred to be a crucial factor in determining the relaxation efficiency. To summa-539

rize, we have numerically demonstrated the unconventional fashion of surface charging540

in space, which may contribute to storage and release of electrostatic energies at the ir-541

regular surfaces of solid planetary bodies.542

A critical issue at present is the lack of observational or experimental data that pro-543

vide evidence of the physical process proposed herein. A significant feature of the present544

results is in the fact that the potential field itself is lying in the depths of the cavity struc-545

tures and hidden from the upper space. Nevertheless, an intense electric field within the546

cavity potentially has an ability to accelerate positive charged particles upward. Thus547

remote observations of reflected ions or lofted dust grains coming from a surface with548

cavities and their correlations with environmental conditions may help providing evidence549

for the proposed scenario. Further numerical experiments should also be considered to550

develop generalized physical models of the charging process itself as well as its effects551

on charged particle transport. In particular, the scaling behavior of the charging pro-552

cess with respect to cavity size needs to be addressed to clarify its applicability to sub-553

Debye scale cavities.554
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